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ABSTRACT

means for providing the emitter electrode With an electric

charge, electrically coupled to the emitter electrode, an insu
lating support for supporting the emitter electrode at a prede
termined height, and means for earthing the apparatus. The
emitter electrode comprises a Malter ?lm. According to
another aspect of the present invention an apparatus for
Weather modi?cation is provided, Which comprises a lighter
than-air craft suitable for carrying an emitter electrode, means
for providing the emitter electrode With an electric charge,

electrically coupled to the emitter electrode, and means for
earthing the apparatus. According to still a further aspect of
the present invention, a method of increasing the amount of
precipitation in a target region is provided. The method com

prises the steps of providing an emitter electrode, analyzing

31, 2008, provisional application No. 61/097,362,

the meteorological situation in and/or close to the target
region, and providing the emitter electrode With an electric

?led on Sep. 16, 2008, provisional application No.
61/121,847, ?led on Dec. 11, 2008, provisional appli

charge in response to the meteorological analysis, thereby
causing the emitter electrode to ioniZe the vicinity of the

cation No. 61/122,651, ?led on Dec. 15, 2008.

emitter electrode.
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APPLICATIONS

[0001]

This application claims the bene?t and priority to

and is a US. National Phase of PCT International Application
Number PCT/EP2009/004905, ?led on Jul. 7, 2009. This

application claims the bene?t and priority to US. Provisional
Application No. 61/085,366 ?led Jul. 31, 2008; US. Provi
sional Application No. 61/097,362 ?led Sep. 16, 2008; US.
application Ser. No. 12/332,273 ?led Dec. 10, 2008; US.
Provisional Application No. 61/121,847 ?led Dec. 11, 2008
and US. Provisional Application No. 61/ 122,651 ?led Dec.
15, 2008. The disclosures of the above-referenced applica
tions are hereby expressly incorporated by reference in their

entirety.

ronment, the concept of Weather modi?cation by augmenting
the natural charging of non-thunderstorm clouds (remote
cloud charging or RCC) and/or locally increasing atmo
spheric instability by an electrical process Which re-distrib
utes atmospheric moisture is introduced. Based on this con
cept, a number of improved and neW embodiments are

proposed. Compared to embodiments of the prior art, the
proposed embodiments are superior in performance, scalabil
ity, mobility, and ease of deployment and maintenance.
[0005] In nature, microphysical processes of precipitation
formation from gaseous Water, i.e. Water vapor, can be

broadly categoriZed in tWo groups. The ?rst group includes

thermodynamic phase change processes of gas-to-liquid,
knoWn as condensation, and gas-to-solid, knoWn as vapor

deposition or sublimation. Liquid Water droplets may groW

by condensation from small airborne (aerosol) particles With
suitable (Wettable) surfaces, called condensation nuclei (CN),
When the actual amount of gaseous Water in a volume of air
exceeds the maximum amount of that Water the air can hold at

a given temperature, i.e. When the air is supersaturated With
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

vapor. The amount of vapor in the air can be expressed in

The instant invention relates to methods and devices

terms of (partial) pressure of vapor. Accordingly, the air is
supersaturated When the pressure of vapor exceeds its satu

for modifying atmospheric conditions, knoWn in this context
as Weather modi?cation, by enhancing electric forces exerted

ration pressure. As the vapor saturation pressure decreases

on and betWeen particles of atmospheric air such as Water

?ciently cooled. At temperatures beloW freeZing point, ice
particles in supersaturated air may groW by vapor deposition

[0002]

particles, aerosols, molecular clusters, and Water molecules

With temperature, the moist air gets supersaturated When suf

possessing their oWn electric dipole moment. Particular

from froZen droplets and aerosol particles With suitable sur

applications of Weather control require speci?c methods and
devices for their implementation. Certain embodiments, for
example, relate to controlling, increasing or decreasing the

faces, called ice nuclei (IN). Areas of atmospheric air laden

amount of precipitation. The term “precipitation” means any

product of the phase change of atmospheric Water vapor that,

With droplets and ice particles appear as clouds.
[0006] Processes of the second group are cloud particle
merging processes. At a certain stage of droplet groWth in a

cloud, the merging of droplets into larger ones by collisions,

due to gravitational forces, is deposited onto the surface of the
Earth, and such a product may be presented in any form, such
as, rain, driZZle, snoW, graupel, and so forth. Using electrical

knoWn as the collision-coalescence process or simply coales

methods of Weather modi?cation for other purposes such as
dispersion of fog, Which is cloud located on or near the

have groWn larger descend faster than small droplets. As they
descend, larger droplets, called collectors in this context,
collide With smaller droplets. Ice and liquidparticles may also

surface of the Earth; increasing cloud coverage over selected

regions, particularly the ocean; and increasing oceanic mois
ture in?oW inland, Would in general require speci?c methods
and parameters of embodiments.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003]

In this invention, devices and methods are described

for the particular Weather modi?cation application of increas
ing or decreasing the amount of precipitation in a target
region. The term “target region” means a region Where it may
be desirable to change the local atmospheric conditions
Which, in the context of this application, means controlling
the amount of precipitation. Unless stated otherWise, control
ling the amount of precipitation hereinafter means increasing
the amount of precipitation. Deploying the described devices
for some other Weather modi?cation applications is also con

cence, becomes more e?icient than groWth by condensation.
Due to the forces of gravity and air viscosity, droplets Which

be merged in a similar Way. In its classic de?nition, Where

only gravitational forces are governing droplet motions, coa
lescence is rather a simpli?ed model of the real droplet merg
ing processes in the atmosphere. Droplets can be moved in
different directions With different velocities by turbulent air
motions. Under such conditions, droplets of a similar siZe
may also be coalesced. As in the case of classical coalescence,
hoWever, the presence of large droplets, even in a small num
ber concentration, may signi?cantly enhance coalescence in a
turbulent environment, also knoWn as turbulent coagulation

(Riemer and Wexler, 2005).
[0007] Methods of cloud modi?cation currently used are
generally based on augmenting the targeted mechanism of
cloud formation by introducing (seeding) particles of a spe
ci?c media into the clouds. Such methods are knoWn as cloud

sidered, Whereby speci?c methods are provided and the

seeding methods. Seeding media are typically delivered to

device parameters are optimiZed for a particular Weather
modi?cation.
[0004] The objective of this invention is to provide neW and
improved methods and devices for Weather modi?cation

clouds by carriers such as airplanes or rockets. Under certain

conditions, airborne seeding media can also be delivered by
the ascending of air caused by the Wind hitting a mountain

slope. This technique is knoWn as orographic seeding.

applications Whereby the microphysical processes in the

[0008]

atmosphere are affected by electrical in?uences. Based on

cloud seeding is the Bergeron process of ice particle groWth
by vapor deposition. In cold clouds, i.e. in clouds at tempera

recent advances in atmospheric physics and better under

standing of hoW ambient atmospheric electricity naturally
affects the Weather and climate in a non-thunderstorm envi

One of the processes Which can be augmented by

tures beloW freeZing point, droplets of pure Water can remain
liquid (super-cooled) even doWn to temperatures near —420 C.
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and thus co-exist With ice particles. The vapor saturation

mechanism (Sastry, 2005), competing With the Bergeron pro

pressure over ice is loWer than that over liquid Water (Berg

cess. In contrast to the latter, an ice particle can be instantly

eron, 1935, 1939). As the Water vapor is consumed by groW

formed from a liquid droplet by contact freeZing, bypassing
the relatively sloW Bergeron groWth of the ice-forming
nucleus, Which involves liquid droplet “re-processing” via
evaporation. In turn, the produced ice particle may continue

ing cloud particles, its partial pressure decreases. When the
partial pressure of vapor falls beloW the vapor saturation
pressure for liquid droplets, the air becomes undersaturated

for droplets While still being supersaturated for ice particles.
At this point, ice particles Will continue to groW at the expense
of evaporating droplets. In this process, Which is more e?i
cient than condensation, a larger fraction of the available
vapor can be potentially converted into precipitation. In cold
clouds, hoWever, the number concentration of natural IN
decreases quasi-exponentially With temperature doWn to

freezing point, making the process sloW at temperatures just a
feW degrees beloW the latter. Under such conditions, enhanc

ing the production of ice and, consequently, precipitation, is
achieved by seeding clouds With arti?cial ice nuclei such as
crystals of silver iodide (AgI), the surface characteristics of
Which are similar to those of ice crystals. This method is
currently the most common in Weather modi?cation.

[0009]

Particles of substances Which evaporate at tempera

to groW either by vapor deposition or by further merging With
and freeZing the next super-cooled droplet, and so on.
[0013] Seeding arti?cial ice nuclei into a cold cloud
enhances both Bergeron and contact freeZing processes.
Enhancement of the latter is due to the increased probability
of ice nuclei scavenging because of their increased number
concentration. Introducing too many ice nuclei, hoWever,
may result in the formation of too many ice particles becom
ing small as they compete for the available vapor. This prob
lem is knoWn as over-seeding. In contrast, augmentation of
contact freeZing by electro-scavenging of natural ice nuclei is
advantageous as it may result in a more e?icient usage of the

latter and, ultimately, the production of feWer but larger ice
particles Which may precipitate.
[0014]

Another effect of attractive electric forces is the

tures much loWer than that of atmo spheric air are another type
of seeding media. Pellets of solid carbon dioxide, knoWn as

increase in collection ef?ciency of droplet coalescence,
Which is especially important for rain formation Without ice

dry ice, and small drops of liquid nitrogen, Which take heat

processes in Warm clouds. If a charged droplet is to be col

from and thus cool the surrounding air While evaporating, are

lected by a larger neutral droplet or a larger droplet charged

examples of such seeding media. In cold clouds, higher
degrees of supersaturation and super-cooling around those

With either sign in a coalescence event, the latter can be

particles may lead to a higher initial groWth rate of droplets
and ice particles and an increase in the number concentration
of IN due to enhanced droplet freezing. In Warm clouds,
higher supersaturation and thus the enhanced condensation
achieved near the cooling particles may lead to the production
of larger droplets. In turn, those droplets may enhance coa
lescence by acting as more ef?cient collectors in this process.
[0010] Another method is based on seeding clouds With
?ne particles of salts, the vapor saturation pressure over the
Water-based solute of Which is loWer compared to that of pure
Water. Solute droplets Which are groWn by condensation from

such CN or from droplets Which have acquired salt particles
by attachment may achieve siZes larger than Water droplets

successful even being geometrically impossible Without the
attractive electric force. Another aspect of electrically
enhanced coalescence is an increase in coalescence e?i

ciency, ie the probability that not only collision but perma
nent collection of a droplet occurred during coalescence,
Which means that the droplet did not avoid collision by being

de?ected by air?oW, coalesced temporarily and then sepa
rated, possibly breaking into a number of smaller droplets.
The enhancement of coalescence due to electric forces Was

studied in many Works, both experimental (Sartor, 1954;
Goyer et al., 1960; Abbott, 1975; Dayan and Gallily, 1975;
Smith, 1972; Smith, 1976; Ochs and CZys, 1987; CZys and
Ochs, 1988), and theoretical/modeling (Sartor, 1960; Lind
blad and Semonin, 1963; Plumlee and Semonin, 1965;

and thus enhance coalescence as mentioned above. This

Paluch, 1970; Schlamp et al., 1976; Tag, 1976; Tag, 1977;

method is knoWn as hygroscopic seeding.
[0011] There is a large body of evidence suggesting that the
presence of an intense electric ?eld, suf?ciently high electric

Freire et al., 1979; Khain et al., 2004).
[0015] The effect of electric charges on small droplets is
similar to the hygroscopic effect of salts. Like droplets of salt
solutions, droplets charged to a certain degree require a loWer
super-saturation to groW by condensation (Harrison and

charges on cloud particles, or a combination of both may

signi?cantly affect multiple microphysical processes of cloud
development, including those directly or indirectly respon

Ambaum, 2008). The electric ?eld of suf?ciently charged

sible for the formation of precipitation. One effect of electric

droplets Which are super-cooled may directly facilitate their

charges is augmented scavenging (i.e. acquisition by attach
ment) of charged aerosol particles by charged and neutral
cloud droplets. Although not obvious, the net electric force at
a short distance betWeen cloud particles of even the same sign

charge is alWays attractive due to electrostatic image forces
(Tinsley et al., 2000). For such particles of like charges, there
is a long-range repulsive force, but air ?oW forces may bring
particles Within the range of the dominating image force. If
tWo cloud particles under consideration are aerosol particle
and liquid droplet, the effect of attractive net electric force

freeZing. As Water molecules possess their oWn electric

dipole moment, they tend to align With the electric ?eld,
Which favors the freeZing of super-cooled Water at higher
temperatures. This effect of direct electrical freeZing,
although not yet studied in detail, Was demonstrated in

experiments by Wei et al. (2008).
[0016]

The idea to develop cloud modi?cation methods

Which are based on charging cloud particles is not neW. Such

may result in the successful scavenging of aerosol particle by

methods Would be environmentally friendly alternatives to
chemical cloud seeding. Another advantage of electrical
methods is that charging cloud particles may augment mul

liquid droplet, otherWise not possible geometrically.

tiple precipitation formation mechanisms at once, While a

[0012]

particular seeding method, targeting a certain mechanism, is

Ifthe aerosol particle is an ice nucleus, its scaveng

ing by a liquid droplet Will result in the instant freeZing of the

implemented for a speci?c medium to be seeded in cloudy air

latter. Such a mechanism of ice particle production, knoWn as
contact freeZing, Was found to be a particularly ef?cient

Within a certain range of number concentrations. For
example, an increase in precipitation Would be achieved in a
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such an unstable seeding medium should be produced and
seeded at cloud altitudes, Which Would require the costly

Warm cloud by an electrically enhanced-hygroscopic effect
on droplets and electrically enhanced coalescence. In mixed
clouds, i.e. clouds With cold tops and Warm bottoms,

deployment of a number of airborne carriers such as aircrafts

enhanced ice production via droplet electro-freeZing in the

or drones. The deployment of chimney-like conduits to

upper cloud areas Would also contribute to the effect. Addi

deliver supercharged particles into clouds, proposed in the

tionally, descending ice particles may act as e?icient coales

coalescence collision ef?ciency requires at least a feW hun
dred elementary (electronic) charges on droplets With a radius

previous art, Would also meet With engineering dif?culties
and high costs.
[0022] Methods based on the direct supercharging of cloud
particles by technical means proposed in the previous art are
apparently dif?cult to implement in practice and therefore
may not compete With existing cloud seeding methods.
[0023] It is therefore an object of the present application to
provide an improved apparatus for Weather modi?cation

of 10-20 um (Khain et al., 2004). Charges per particle of the

Which overcomes the above-mentioned drawbacks of the

same order of magnitude are required for effective electro

prior art. It is a further object of the present invention to
provide an improved method of increasing the amount of
precipitation in a target region, Which avoids the drawbacks of
the prior art, Which is more e?icient and less costly. It is a
further object of the present invention to provide a method of

cence collectors in Warm cloud areas, the so-called seeder

feeder effect.

[0017] To be effective, augmenting a particular process of
cloud development requires a certain minimum charge per

electrically active cloud particle. For example, enhancing

freeZing (Tinsley et al., 2000) and augmenting hygroscopic
properties of small droplets (Harrison and Ambaum, 2008).
Cloud particles charged suf?ciently to signi?cantly modify
cloud development processes are referred to hereinafter as

supercharged particles.

increasing the amount of precipitation in a target region

[0018]

Which is easy to control and Which provides an increased rate
of success. These objects are achieved by the features of the

The ?rst approach to supercharging cloud particles

has been focused on direct charging by generated ions of
predominantly the same sign (i.e. unipolar). A number of

designs for devices, typically comprising a unipolar ioniZer
such as a direct current (DC) corona discharge, referred to
hereinafter as corona discharge, and other elements enclosed

independent claims. The dependent claims describe preferred
embodiments of the present invention.
[0024] The present invention provides an apparatus for
Weather modi?cation. The apparatus comprises an emitter
electrode, means for providing the emitter electrode With an

in a body, have been proposed in the previous art. In such
devices, particles to be charged Which are taken from a cloud
or arti?cially produced in such a form as Water droplets, pass
in the vicinity of the emitter electrode of corona discharge

predetermined height, and means for earthing the apparatus.

(EECD) and thus acquire electric charges by ion attachment.

The emitter electrode comprises a Malter ?lm. The Malter

Alternatively, in some embodiments, particles acquire an
electric charge through contact With a charged electrode. The
produced charged particles are then introduced (seeded) into

cally non-conducting materials. Particularly preferred mate

a cloud. Such methods are described, for example, in the

patent application of Khain at al. (2003). In practice, hoWever,
implementing methods of direct supercharging cloud par

electric charge, electrically coupled to the emitter electrode,
an insulating support for supporting the emitter electrode at a

?lm preferably comprises a thin ?lm of one or more electri
rials for the Malter ?lm are one or a combination of the

folloWing materials: Al2O3, Zn2SiO3, SiO2, ZrO2, CaCO3,
Ta2O5.
[0025]

In a preferred embodiment the emitter electrode is a

ticles in a large volume of cloudy air Would meet With severe

capacitor With a conductive surface. The capacitor is prefer

engineering dif?culties.

ably substantially spherical. A “substantially spherical”

[0019]

The average charge on a particle Which can be

capacitor is to be understood as a capacitor With a someWhat

achieved by ion attachment is proportional to the logarithm of
the so-called unipolarity factor, Which is the ratio of the

or planar structures Which are arranged in a polygon, Which is

spherical shape. Said shape may, e. g., comprise several planes

number concentration of dominant sign ions to the concen

similar to a spherical shape. For example, several pentagons

tration of opposite sign ions (Clement et al., 1991). In order to
supercharge cloud particles, especially small ones, the corre

and hexagons may be arranged as on a soccer ball.

sponding unipolarity factor should also be suf?ciently high.

[0026] According to a preferred embodiment of the appa
ratus of the present invention, the emitter electrode comprises

As ions of the sign opposite to that of corona ions are alWays

one or more emitter electrode assemblies of corona discharge,

present in the air, the required unipolarity can be maintained

Which are mechanically and/or electrically coupled to each

only Within a limited charging Zone around the emitter elec
trode.

other.

[0020]

betWeen 6 m and 30 m, particularly preferred betWeen 8 m
and 15 m. It is further preferred that the support comprises an

Other factors limiting the productivity of the charg

ing device are the time required for particle charging and a
strong electric ?eld of the produced space charge Which may
reduce the ion productivity of corona discharge (Smith, 1972;

Loveland et al., 1972). Contact supercharging of particles
With an electrode is also problematic as in practice it can be

achieved only for a small fraction of these particles.
[0021] Once removed from a charging Zone, a particle
remains supercharged for only a short time due to its non

equilibrium charge decay, the rate of Which is proportional to
the particle charge. This poses the challenging problem of
distributing such particles over a large volume of cloudy air
Within a limited time. As orographic seeding of clouds With

short-lived supercharged particles is unlikely to be ef?cient,

[0027]

The support of the apparatus preferably has a height

insulating layer. Alternatively, the support may be made of an
insulating material. The support may further comprise a rigid
structure. For example, the emitter electrode canbe supported
by a frame of a planar polygonal shape having a surface.
[0028] In one embodiment, the emitter electrode comprises
tWo or more electrically coupled parallel Wire segments tra
versing the surface of the frame and separated by a distance.
[0029] The means for providing the emitter electrode With
an electric charge can be any means Which is suitable to

provide a large charge density and/or a large voltage. One
preferred example for the means is a charging engine of aVan
der Graaf generator.

